
Preface to Fifth Edition

In the seven years between the publication of the first and second editions
of this book, the law of unincorporated business associations underwent a
revolution. The limited liability company (LLC) became the entity of
choice for a myriad of enterprises, and the Revised Uniform Partnership
Act (RUPA) revitalized the law of general partnerships. In some states, the
annual number of newly formed LLCs grew to exceed the number of
newly formed corporations, and RUPA — with its tilt toward entity
continuity and its provisions on limited liability partnerships (LLPs) —
made the ‘‘shielded’’ general partnership as usable and interesting as an
LLC.

In 2002, when the second edition was published, the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL) had just
promulgated a new uniform limited partnership act — ULPA (2001) —
and the American Law Institute (ALI) was hard at work on the Restatement
(Third) of Agency.

In 2008, when the third edition was published, the ALI had just given
final approval to the Restatement (Third) of Agency (giving particular
attention to agency issues within business entities and other modern
organizations), ULPA (2001) was gaining enactments across the country,
and NCCUSL had just promulgated a Revised Uniform Limited Liability
Company Act.

By 2011, when the fourth edition was published, the prominence of
LLCs had become indisputable, and case law — once scant — was legion.
For almost all newly formed, closely held businesses, the LLC was the
vehicle of choice. The law of partnerships had come to include an alphabet
soup of varieties, and the common law of agency continued to significantly
influence the analysis of matters ranging from the prosaic to the profound.

In 2017, as this edition is published, business lawyers understand that
the LLC is increasingly dominant for business entities whose ownership
interests are not publicly traded. Partnerships continue to be important —
especially to house law firms — and agency issues and agency law are as
ubiquitous as ever.

The matters covered by this book thus continue to have great current
importance. However, this ‘‘relevance’’ accounts for only half the benefits
of studying these topics. Regardless of how you plan to use your legal
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training, studying agency law and the law of unincorporated business
organizations will help you ‘‘think like a lawyer.’’

That phrase is a cliché and vague, but it is still useful to indicate
(i) intellectual discipline and (ii) a specific approach to posing and
answering questions. That approach includes a process that I have labeled
‘‘categories and consequences’’ — analyzing situations by defining cate-
gories of behavior and then attaching consequences to those categories.
This is not the only way in which lawyers understand the world, but it is
certainly a fundamental one.

Agency law is an excellent way to learn about categories and
consequences. Indeed, the analytic training that comes with understanding
agency law’s approach to issues rivals the analytic training available in
confronting the Rule Against Perpetuities. Fortunately, mastering agency
law is less traumatic.

The analytic benefits of studying partnership law come from several
sources: applying the categories and consequences approach in more
complex settings; seeing how themes from one area of law (i.e., agency)
manifest themselves in a related but distinct area of law; developing
familiarity with the concept and function of ‘‘default rules’’; and learning
to distinguish between issues within an organization (inter se issues) and
issues between an organization and third parties.

To this mix of skills and concepts, studying the law of LLCs, LLPs, and
limited liability limited partnerships adds further experience in recognizing
old themes in new settings (e.g., power to bind the organization, fiduciary
duties within an organization), and further refinement of the distinction
between inter se issues and third-party issues (e.g., direct versus derivative
claims, conflicts between an LLC’s articles of organization and operating
agreement).

I hope you will find this book useful, whether you are taking a course
that considers this book’s topics in depth or in passing. If you have
questions or comments about the book or the doctrines that it discusses, you
can reach me through www.danielkleinberger.com, danielkleinberger@
mitchellhamline.edu, or 651-341-7246.

Daniel S. Kleinberger
August 2017
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